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Love in the Air: Anne Edwards of Co-Creative
Jewellers Offers Exclusive Insights for

Engagement Season Proposals
Insights from a Professional Jeweller: Key Considerations for

Choosing the Engagement Ring of Your Dreams

As the leaves change colours and temperatures drop, engagement season is upon us, and with
it comes the promise of love and commitment. As couples cosy up and contemplate taking their
relationships to the next level, the quest for the perfect engagement ring begins. To guide
couples through this exciting journey, Anne Edwards, Founder of Birmingham-based bespoke
jewellery brand Co-Creative Jewellers, shares her expert advice on choosing the perfect
engagement ring. With her wealth of knowledge and years of jewellery industry experience,
Anne offers valuable insights for couples looking to make their engagement truly special.

"Engagement season is a magical time, and choosing the right ring is crucial to capturing the
essence of your relationship," says Anne Edwards. "At Co-Creative Jewellers, we believe in
creating unique and personalised pieces that reflect the love and essence of each couple.
During the cuffing season, emotions run high, and we are here to help you find that
one-of-a-kind ring that will forever symbolise your commitment."

Anne Edwards suggests the following tips for couples venturing on the journey of choosing an
engagement ring during cuffing season:
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Understand Your Partner's Style
Take note of your partner's preferences when it comes to
jewellery. Consider their taste in metal, gemstones, and overall
design aesthetic. It is also a good idea to keep in mind their
personal style and fashion preferences.

Anne shares: “Your partner's style speaks volumes about their
personality and preferences. Paying attention to the jewellery
they wear can guide you in selecting the perfect engagement
ring. Whether they prefer classic elegance, modern minimalism,
or intricate designs, their chosen style becomes a valuable clue,
guiding you to choose a ring that echoes their individuality and
captures the spirit of your relationship."

Set a Budget
With a keen focus on optimising costs without compromising on quality, Co-Creative Jewellers
offers the flexibility to fit various budgets. By carefully sourcing the materials and utilising
efficient craftsmanship techniques, Co-Creative Jewellers create a bespoke proposal for a
dream engagement ring based on the client’s vision and determined budget.

“Setting a budget is not just about financial planning; it's a compass that guides your search for
the ideal engagement ring. By defining your budget, you narrow down your options, making the
selection process more focused and enjoyable,” - continues Anne.

Consider Customisation
Personalised engagement rings add a distinctive touch to your proposal. Co-Creative Jewellers
specialises in custom designs, allowing couples to create a ring that perfectly reflects their love
story.

Anne adds: “In today's romantic landscape, couples are embracing the beauty of customisation,
seeking unique engagement rings that convey their individual love stories. At Co-Creative
Jewellers, we understand this desire for personalisation, which is why we offer a bespoke
experience tailored to your preferences. Our innovative Interchangeable Ring Design concept
allows you to explore various styles, letting you visualise and try different designs before making
the final decision. This ensures your engagement ring is not just a symbol of your commitment,
but a true reflection of your unique love story, crafted with care and creativity.”

Seek Professional Guidance
Consult with experienced jewellers like Co-Creative Jewellers, who can provide expert advice
and guide you through the selection process, ensuring you make an informed decision. Known
for their dedication to craftsmanship and customer satisfaction, Co-Creative Jewellers offer a
wide selection of engagement rings and bespoke jewellery designs. Based in Birmingham’s
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Jewellery Quarter, it’s the mission of Co-Creative Jewellers to make the process of creating
bespoke jewellery pleasant and simple for customers and jewellery professionals alike.

###

Notes to the Editors:

About Co-Creative Jewellers
Founded in 2022, Co-Creative Jewellers emerged as a beacon of innovation in the jewellery
industry. Having started as a response to the global COVID-19 pandemic, Co-Creative
Jewellers' mission later evolved into a genuine solution to solve the divide between jewellers
and customers during the designing process. Recognising the contrast between online and
in-person shopping experiences and the importance of tactile interaction, Co-Creative Jewellers
sought to close this gap while maintaining uncompromising quality control standards in every
production phase. Through their distinctive Interchangeable Ring Designs, they aim to elevate
the bespoke jewellery design process by offering a tangible connection with their products.


